
 Include the writer’s name or the title of the work or Website in your text, in a parenthetical citation or in a
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footnote like this one.  If you are using the exact words of your source, even for only a few words, enclose the

quotation in quotation marks.  Finally, include a bibliography at the end of your paper.

     If you are meeting with a tutor, as in the Learning Center or the ESL Lab, please keep you notes and drafts, as the

resulting paper may contain two recognizable styles.

“BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN”: SHORT STORY AND FILM
Paper due: Wednesday, November 27, 2013

In this paper, you will explore how Director Ang Lee adapted Annie Proulx’s short story “Brokeback
Mountain” into a film.  
     If you have an opinion about whether the short story or the film is more successful or whether they are
equally successful, you may write about that, with fully-developed reasons supporting your opinion.
However, evaluating and comparing their artistic success is not a requirement for this paper, and such
evaluations of course make this assignment considerably more difficult and demanding.
     If you copy text from the Internet or printed texts, please indicate the source(s) in your paper ; otherwise,1

you will be committing plagiarism and be subject to academic penalties.

     Minimum length: The minimum length is 1500 words.   
     Title page: Please include a separate title page, with your name and the title of your paper

I.  Initial Analysis of Lee’s Adaptation of Proulx’s Short Story

     1.  Read the short story carefully.
     2.  Mark sentences or passages that you think are important or that strike you for some other reason. You
may find it helpful to write notes in the margin or on paper.
     3.  Watch the movie carefully.
    4. Take detailed notes as you watch the film and/or immediately after you view it.  Don’t rely on your
memory.  Notice the following:

a.  What changes were made in the adaptation?  What story elements were kept, dropped, added?  
b.  What is the effect of the changes?

  c.  What visual or auditory elements were added?
d.  Why do you think the changes were made?  

II.  Approaches to Your Discussion    
     
Description of a Setting in Proulx’s Text and Translation into Lee’s Film: 

1.  Choose Proux’s description of a place; for instance, a building, a landscape,  a room, a car, or a trailer.
Discuss how it contributes to the effect of the short story–e.g., placing the story historically and
geographically, creating mood, anticipating action, characterizing the people as individuals, identifying social
class or economic level, expressing the author’s attitude.  

2.  Look at the corresponding location in the movie.  How has Lee translated the text into visual images,
movement, sound effects, and/or music?  How do the visual and the aural presentations contribute to the effect
of the movie? 
     You might also consider what has been gained and what lost in adapting the passage into a film.
     If that location is not included in the film, why do you think it was dropped?  How does this change affect
our understanding of the action, the characters, their fates?  Is it replaced by another location?



3.  If you choose to evaluate this change, you may find that one approach is more effective or successful than
the other or that the approaches are equally successful in their medium. Explain your opinion.

Characters:

1.  Look at the characters.  How well do the actors fit the parts in Proulx’s short story as you imagined them?
You may consider casting, acting ability, and/or interpretation of the character.

2.  Proulx goes into the minds of her characters and tells us their feelings and thoughts; also she gives us
expository details about their backgrounds and experiences.  How do these non-action passages translate into
film? Is anything lost?  Does the film add visual or auditory effects that the short story can’t?

3.  Does Lee add or drop any characters?  What is the effect of these changes?

4.  Has Lee changed the traits or the interpretation of any of Proulx’s characters?  Why?  With what effect(s)?

Added and Dropped Elements:

1.  Choose an episode, a conversation, a location,  an action, or expository details from the short story which
Lee dropped.  Why do you think he did this?  You may also wish to discuss the effect(s) of that omission.

2.  Choose an element in the movie that was not in the short story and discuss why it was added and, if
appropriate, the effect of that addition. This might include the framing of a shot, the landscape or other
settings, use of the camera, length of a shot or scene, use of silence or sound.

3.  Are there any  non-cinematic elements in the short story? Non-cinematic elements are things that are
difficult or impossible to translate into a film, like a limited omniscient point of view, ironic language like du
Maupassant’s, or complex multiple themes like Brontë’s?  If so, how does Lee handle them, or does he just
ignore them?

Writing Center:

If you need help in working out your ideas, organizing them, or editing your draft, the Writing Center has
tutors who can help you.  If you think you might need some help or know you need help, make an appointment
as soon as you can, because appointments fill up very early and quickly at the end of the semester.  You
understand why.
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